
Introduction. Today pharmacophore mode�

ling is a powerful tool that is widely used for

developing active compounds for different mo�

lecular targets [1]. It has several advantages in

comparison to molecular docking [2]. First of all,

pharmacophore modeling allows design of bio�

logically active compounds for molecular targets

with unknown crystal structures. Another

advantage is higher speed of virtual screening of

large compound libraries [3]. It should be noted

that pharmacophore modeling also has some

drawbacks. Pharmacophore screening even

after validation can give false positive and false

negative results and as a result only a few active

compounds can be obtained in the top of results

[4]. Probable reason for this drawback is phar�

macophore simplicity. Pharmacophore model is

a set of several pharmacophore features which

can not be very selective for similar compounds

belonging to one chemical class.

Biological experiments often demonstrate,

that small change in compound structure can

cause significant decrease in activity, but at the

same time pharmacophore model can estimate

these compounds equally or even overestimate

ligand with worse activity [5]. Such phenomena

can be overcome by various algorithms using
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different approaches, like application of exclu�

ded volumes, volumes of pivot ligands, weights

of pharmacophore features, QSAR etc. 

We have developed novel algorithm for phar�

macophore model optimization and for rescoring

of pharmacophore screening results. 

The algorithm was written in the Java pro�

gramming language [6], has a graphical inter�

face and a system of parallelization. This

approach takes into account pharmacophore

feature weights, pharmacophore feature radii

and QSAR based on molecular descriptors. As a

screening tool was used Pharmer Program [7].

Obabel module from OpenBabel was used to

protonate ligands and to generate molecular

descriptors [8].

Method. Earlier, we have developed pharma�

cophore model with Pharmer and using this

hypothesis we have found inhibitors of FGFR1

with the IC50 values in the range from 1.4 to

15 μМ [9]. The pharmacophore model was built

based on three complexes of FGFR1 with

inhibitors (PDB ID: 4WUN [10], 3RHX [11], 4F64

[12]). Using this model we have developed and

tested our algorithm. 

To validate algorithm at different stages of

development we have taken known FGFR1

inhibitors from Chembl database [13] — totally

936 compounds, which contained 312 active

compounds with IC50<200 nM and 624 not active

with IC50>200 nM (in our work we used 200 nM

as the activity cutoff to divide ligands into active

and inactive; this value can be changed accord�

ingly to specific task). We have selected three

criteria for determination of pharmacophore

model quality: the number of active compounds

found in the screening, the number of correctly

identified active compounds in the top and the

ratio of the number of active compounds to the

total number of compounds. 

The algorithm is based on the values of phar�

macophore features weights. Such approach is

used in the programs Accelrys Catalyst [14] and

Pharmagist [15]. Pharmacophore feature weights

can be calculated based on the set of active com�

pounds to determine how many compounds con�

tribute to one feature. Our initial model was ba�

sed on only three receptor�ligand complexes. It

is not enough and we have extended a set of com�

plexes of FGFR1 with inhibitors (ІС50<100 nM) to

eight (PDB ID: 4WUN, 4F64, 4F65 [12], 2FGI [16],

3TT0 [17], 3WJ6 [18], 4NK9 [19], 4NKS [19]) in

order to identify more important features for li�

gand binding to the receptor. We have made the

superposition of complexes using Accelrys Dis�

covery Studio Visualizer 4.0 [14]. The water mole�

cules from the complexes were removed. Then,

the inhibitors and their receptors were saved in

separate files. Ligands were saved in mol2 for�

mat and receptors were saved in pdb format.

Initial models for each complex were generated

with Pharmer. 

Development of module for pharmacophore
feature averaging. The next step included the

development of mathematical tools and code for

module of averaging of pharmacophore features

after superposition and for calculation of phar�

macophore feature weights. 

The principle of work for this module unit is

similar to that in the program Pharmagist. If

pharmacophore features of one type are at a dis�

tance less than certain given threshold, then

these features form one cluster. After that, clus�

ters are collected at one point if they are also

closer than a certain threshold distance. The

process is iterative and the clusters are merged

into larger ones after each iteration until the

final pharmacophore features will be formed.

The pharmacophore feature weights are cal�

culated as follows:

(1),

where w(fi) — pharmacophore feature we�

ight, m(fi) — the number of compounds from

superposition which contribute to the feature.

We have proposed the following parameters

for averaging: four threshold distances between

different pharmacophore features in C (between

aromatic features (1.2), between vector heads do�

nor/acceptor (0.8), between vector tails donor/ac�

ceptor/aromatic (0.8), between other features (1.2));

three threshold distances for clustering (between

clusters of aromatic features (0.9), vector clusters

(0.9), clusters of other features (0.9)). Such param�

eters by default were set based on our investiga�

tion on development of pharmacophore model for

ASK1 inhibitors [20]. Other important parameter

is the minimum number of pharmacophore featu�

res which can be averaged (by default = 2). All the�

se parameters can be modified for specific tasks. 
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As a result of the work of module for phar�

macophore feature averaging, we have obtained

initial pharmacophore model, which comprised

two aromatic features, one hydrophobic feature,

two hydrogen bond acceptors and one hydrogen

bond donor. The weights and radii of pharma�

cophore features are presented in Table 1. 

Based on this model, by excluding some fea�

tures, we have generated six additional hypo�

theses (including models from our previous stu�

dy). Using a set of models instead of one model,

allows performing quality parameterization of

algorithm. Therefore, all further calculations

were carried out taking into account all mo�

dels. 

Different sets of pharmacophore feature ra�

dii were used for pharmacophore models gene�

ration (Table 2). For all models with different

sets of radii was performed primary screening

using Pharmer and calculation of parameters

for models quality (Table 3). Accordingly to the

results, we have narrowed the range of models

which were used for further investigations. We

have taken only models which identified at least

50 active compounds.

Development of module for pharmacophore
feature weight rescoring. Then, we have deve�

loped the software unit (module) for weight res�

coring. During screening with Pharmer, ligands

are represented as a set of pharmacophore fea�

tures and then RMSD values between compo�

und pharmacophore features and model are cal�

culated. 

The module for weight rescoring automati�

cally performs pharmacophore screening using

Pharmer, selects compounds conformers with

the lowest RMSD values and represents each li�

gand as a set of pharmacophore features. Then,

the complexes of ligand pharmacophore featu�

res with model are analyzed.  

For each pair of matched ligand pharmaco�

phore features and model was calculated partial

score, which is product of default score (each ty�

pe of feature has its own score) and feature we�

ight. 

The value of partial score depends on the de�

gree of partial overlap between ligand pharma�

cophore features and model — the more over�

lap, the higher score. The sum of partial scores

forms final score. Therefore, formula for final

score calculation is following:

(2),

where S — the final score, w(fi) — pharma�

cophore feature weight, Sdef(fi) — default score

of pharmacophore features, t — pharmacophore

feature radius, d — the distance between mat�

ched ligand pharmacophore feature and model. 

To parameterize (configure) the module of

weight rescoring we have performed a series of

screenings against selected models, including

pharmacophore hypotheses with excluded vo�

lumes, which were generated similarly to usual

features on hydrogen atoms of amino acid resi�

dues in the active site of protein kinase FGFR1

of the studied crystal complexes within 5C of

ligands. To simplify the model, heavy atoms we�

re not involved. 

Additionally, we have used pharmacophore

feature weights which were calculated accor�

dingly to formula:  

(3). 

The final results of weight rescoring are
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Pharmacophore 
feature 

weight radius, Å 

Don 5 0.5 

Acc1 4 0.5 

Acc2 7 0.5 

Ar1 7 1.1 

Ar2 7 1.1 

Hyd1 3 1 

Table 1 

Weights and radii of pharmacophore features 

of initial model 

R 

D/A Ar H 

1 0.5 1.1 1 

2 0.7 1.3 1.2 

3 0.9 1.5 1.4 

4 1.1 1.6 1.6 

5 1.2 1.6 1.6 

6 1.3 1.6 1.6 

7 1.4 1.6 1.6 

Table 2

The sets of pharmacophore features radii 

which were used during screening



shown in Table 4. In some cases the percent of

correctly found active compounds was increased

by 7�8 %. At this step we have chosen default

scores for different types of pharmacophore fe�

atures: aromatic feature — 3.5, hydrophobic fe�

ature — 3, hydrogen bond donor/acceptor — 2,

ion — 1, aromatic → hydrophobic feature — 0.5,

excluded volume — 1. 

Development of rescoring module based on
molecular descriptors. Also, we have developed

rescoring module based on molecular descrip�

tors, which were calculated for ligands. This mo�

dule calculates coefficient which multiplies the

final score. 

Descriptors (the number of atoms, the num�

ber of bonds of different types, molecular we�
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1 1 1 100 9 7 71 2 2 100 1 1 100 

2 4 4 100 71 30 73 5 4 100 3 3 100 

3 7 6 83 126 51 43 14 12 83 7 5 80 

4 12 9 89 166 71 45 29 18 67 11 8 75 

5 11 8 88 163 71 45 33 21 62 19 11 64 

6 15 11 73 162 70 46 34 21 62 25 13 69 

7 18 12 75 199 90 41 36 22 59 39 15 47 
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1 76 29 31 12 7 43 100 42 49 

2 143 57 46 39 21 52 133 55 44  

3 211 85 47 75 35 51 156 69 48  

4 256 107 38 105 50 50 199 85 39  

5 283 120 37 115 53 47 231 89 38  

6 315 128 38 136 58 47 264 98 40  

7 341 135 37 145 63 46 280 105 40  

Тable 3

The results of the primary screening for different pharmacophore models of FGFR1 inhibitors 

using different sets of radii (numbering according to Table 2). The models which identified 

at least 50 active compounds are labeled by yellow color 



ight, the number of hydrogen bond donors and

acceptors, logP, the number of halogens, topolo�

gical polar surface area (TPSA), molecular ref�

raction) were calculated automatically by spe�

cific module which preprocesses validation set

or ligand database for screening. 

For further work, algorithm does not use des�

criptors for which the ratio between the mean

values of the descriptor of active and inactive

ligands from validation set was more than 0.9.  

Independently, for groups of active and inac�

tive ligands we have determined ratios of the

average deviations to the average values of each

descriptor. If this ratio for descriptor is bigger

for active ligands, their parameters, such as ave�

rage deviation, average value and positive ad�

justment coefficient will be used. When this ra�

tio is bigger for inactive ligands then the param�

eters with negative adjustment coefficient will

be taken. 

This coefficient is calculated accordingly to

formula:

(4), 

where k(d) — adjustment coefficient of des�

criptor, dev(d) — average deviation, aver(d) —

average value, dev(i) and aver(i) — average de�

viation and average value of ith descriptor. 

Descriptor parameters such as average devi�

ation, average value and adjustment coefficient

were added to table of parameters. 

The scheme for calculating the coefficient,

which will multiply the weight score is follow�

ing:

1. K=1;
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Table 4

The weight rescoring of the results of primary screening with or without molecular descriptors 

for different pharmacophore models of FGFR1 inhibitors (numbering models accordingly to the sets 

of radii of pharmacophore features are given in Table 2). The percentages of correctly found active 

compounds from validation set are represented. The best results of weight rescoring are labeled by light

green color, the best results of weight rescoring using molecular descriptors are shown by dark green color  

Weight rescoring Weight rescoring with descriptors 
Model 

w w 

ArArHAA-3 49 49 53 53 

ArArHAA-4 46 44 45 48 

ArArHAA-5 51 49 48 49 

ArArHAA-6 49 49 49 50 

ArArHAA-7 48 49 50 50 

ArHAA-2 49 49 51 51 

ArHAA-3 38 39 51 49 

ArHAA-4 44 42 52 51 

ArHAA-5 44 43 53 51 

ArHAA-6 42 39 54 50 

ArHAA-7 41 37 54 50 

ArHDA-4 58 58 60 58 

ArHDA-5 53 53 55 53 

ArHDA-6 50 50 50 52 

ArHDA-7 49 52 51 51 

ArHDA-2 45 45 55 55 

ArHDA-3 39 39 57 54 

ArHDA-4 38 38 51 58 

ArHDA-5 39 39 52 54 

ArHDA-6 40 41 45 47 

ArHDA-7 39 43 50 50 



2. descr(i) > aver(i) — dev(i) ∧ descr(i) < aver(i)

+ dev(i) ⇒ K := K + k(i) * 3 (5);

3. descr(i) < aver(i) — dev(i) ∨ descr(i) > aver(i)

+ dev(i) ⇒ K := K � k(i) (6), where К is a coeffi�

cient, which will multiply the weight score,

descr(i) — the value of ith descriptor of studied

ligand, aver(i) — the mean value of descriptor,

which was taken from the table of parameters,

k(i) — adjustment coefficient of descriptor,

which was taken from the table of parameters. 

The results of rescoring using molecular

descriptors are shown in Table 4. 

Development of modules for optimization of
pharmacophore feature radii, weights and de�
fault scores. From the results presented in Table

3 and 4 is clearly that the radii of pharmaco�

phore features and their weights greatly affect

the quality parameters of models without any

relationship. Best�quality model can be deter�

mined by checking the whole set of models with

individual radii for each pharmacophore feature

and with different weights. Therefore, we have

developed optimizer of pharmacophore feature

radii and optimizer of pharmacophore feature

weights and default score for these features. 

In radii optimizer based on the radii of pri�

mary pharmacophore model was created matrix

m�n, where m — the number of generated mod�

els, n — radii of pharmacophore features. To

generate the matrix the number of steps of

change for each radius and the value range

which varies per one step were set up. 

The number of generated models is m=fn (7),

where f — the number of steps, n — the number

of radii. For example, the matrix generated for

pharmacophore model consisting of three fea�

tures, with the number of steps — 2 and the

change Δ, will be as follows:

Then, the models based on the generated sets

of radii of pharmacophore features were gene�

rated and pharmacophore screening of valida�

tion compound set against these models was

performed and quality parameters for their

evaluation were proposed. Based on these para�

meters total score was estimated accordingly to

the following formula:

(8), 

where a — the number of active compounds

from validation set, which were identified du�

ring screening against selected model, amax —

the maximum number of active compounds

from the validation set found during screening

of all generated models, all — the number of all

(active and inactive) compounds from validation

set, identified during screening against selected

model, (a/all)max — maximum ratio of active

compounds from validation set to the total num�

ber of compounds identified during screening

among all generated models, ar — the number of

correctly found active compounds from valida�

tion set against selected model, (ar/a)max — ma�

ximum ratio of correctly identified active com�

pounds from validation set to the total number

of compounds identified during screening

among all generated models. Accordingly to the

score the models were sorted and the best�

scored one was selected.

The optimizer of pharmacophore feature we�

ights and their default scores works similarly to

radii optimizer, but in this case the matrix of

default scores for pharmacophore features was

generated. These default score sets were used

for the best models with optimized radii of phar�

macophore features (the number of models can

be selected manually). In addition, different

pharmacophore feature weights were used ac�

cordingly to modified formula (3):

(9), 

where n — is value from 1 to 6.

The screening was performed against the

models with all possible combinations of phar�

macophore feature weights and default scores.

As a result, the model which found the most

active compounds from validation set in the top

of weight rescoring was determined. 

The general scheme of the algorithm is pre�
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r1 r2 r3 

m1 r10 r20 r30

m2 r10 r20 r30 +

m3 r10 r20 + r30

m4 r10 r20 + r30 +

m5 r10 + r20 r30

m6 r10 + r20 r30 +

m7 r10 + r20 + r30

m8 r10 + r20 + r30 +



sented in Figure 1. The algorithm consists of

three main stages. Preparation of input data

includes development of conformers for valida�

tion set and database for screening, converting

these sets and generating of molecular descrip�

tors for them, formation of the table with des�

criptor parameters, and generation of the non�

optimized pharmacophore model. Optimization

of pharmacophore model includes optimization

of pharmacophore features radii, weight and

default scores. Screening and rescoring of

results at the third stage is performed by three

respective modules.

Validation of the algorithm. As a control

experiment we have performed full optimiza�

tion cycles for our pharmacophore models of

FGFR1 and CK2 inhibitors, screening of valida�

tion set against these models and rescoring of

obtained results. 

Validation of the algorithm based on FGFR1

pharmacophore model. The validation set for

FGFR1, which included 936 compounds, was di�

vided randomly into two subsets. The amount of

active compounds in both subsets was equal.

One subset was used as training set, another one

as test set. Based on the training set we have

performed pharmacophore model optimization.

Then, we carried out screening of test set aga�

inst optimized and non�optimized pharmaco�

phore hypotheses. 

Original, non�optimized pharmacophore mo�

del of FGFR1 inhibitors identified 50 compounds

from validation set, among them were 21 active

compounds and percent of correctly found acti�

ve compounds was 38 %. Optimized pharmaco�

phore hypothesis identified 98 compounds,

among them were 43 active compounds and per�

cent of correctly found active compounds was

S.A. Starosyla et al.
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Figure 1. The general scheme of the algorithm.



60 %. Optimized pharmacophore feature we�

ights and radii are presented in Table 5. Optimi�

zed default scores for pharmacophore features

are following: for aromatic features — 3.7, for

hydrophobic — 3.0, for hydrogen bond donor/

acceptor — 2.0, aromatic → hydrophobic feature

— 0.7.

Superposition of the complexes of FGFR1

with inhibitors, non�optimized pharmacophore

model of FGFR1 inhibitors and optimized model

are shown in Figure 2.

Based on the results of both screenings we

have calculated Mathew’s correlation coeffici�

ents. Mathew’s coefficient for non�optimized phar�

macophore model was 0.47, and for optimized —

0.55. This indicates that the accuracy of pharma�

cophore model after optimization was increased. 

Also, we have calculated the values of Z�sco�

res. The screening results are presented in dif�

ferent units: for non�optimized model in RMSD,

for optimized — in its own algorithm score. In

order to compare data, Z�scores were presented

in percents. In case of RMSD, minimal value was

taken as 100 %, other values were taken as per�

centages from it. In case of algorithm score,

maximal value was taken as 100 %, other values

were taken as percentages from it. 

Therefore, during screening against non�op�

timized pharmacophore model, Z�score values

for active compounds were in the range from

100 to �3.31 and mean value was 1.21, for non�

active compounds Z�score values were in the ran�

ge from 65.4 to �3.31 and mean value was �0.61. 

During screening against optimized pharma�

cophore model, Z�score values for active com�

pounds were in the range from 100 tо �8.49 and

The development of algorithm for pharmacophore model optimization and rescoring of pharmacophore screening results
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Pharmacophore 
model 

Weight Radius, Å 

Don 2.2361 0.9 

Acc 2.6458 0.9 

Ar 2.6458 1.7 

Hyd 1.7321 1.5 

Table 5

Optimized pharmacophore feature weights and

radii of FGFR1 inhibitors pharmacophore model

Figure 2. Superposition of the complexes of FGFR1 with inhibitors (A), non�optimized pharmacophore

model of FGFR1 inhibitors (B), and optimized model (C). Hydrogen bond donors are indicated by purple

arrows, hydrogen bond acceptors — green arrows, aromatic features — blue poins, hydrophobic features —

cyan points.



mean value was 4.43, for non�active compounds

Z�score values were in the range from 83.44 to

�8.49 and mean value was �2.22. 

These results indicate that score values of

active compounds during screening against opti�

mized pharmacophore hypothesis have more

positive deviation from mean value and scores of

non�active compounds have more negative de�

viation from mean value therefore the optimi�

zed model has better predictive ability. 

Validation of the algorithm based on CK2

pharmacophore model. To form the validation

set of protein kinase CK2 inhibitors we have

taken known CK2 inhibitors from Chembl data�

base — 1091 compounds, which included 194 ac�

tive compounds (IC50<200 nM) and 897 not active

(IC50>200 nM). The validation set of protein ki�

nase CK2 was divided into two subsets. One sub�

set was used as training set, another one as test set.

The original model of CK2 inhibitors conta�

ined 6 pharmacophore features [21]. To calculate

pharmacophore feature weights we have taken

14 complexes of protein kinase CK2 with inhi�

bitors (ІС50<100 nM) (PDB ID: 3AT4 [22], 3E3B

[23], 3MB6 [24], 3MB7 [24], 3PE1 [25], 3PE2 [25],

3R0T [25], 3U4U [26], 4GRB [27], 4KWP [28],

4UB7 [29], 2ZJW [30], 3AT3 [22], 4ANM [31]).

The weights and radii are shown in Table 6. The

screening of validation set against this model

didn’t give positive results, therefore we have

deleted two hydrogen bond donors located in

hydrophobic pocket II, because these pharma�

cophore features possessed the lowest weights.

The new screening allowed us to find 22 com�

pounds from validation set, among them were

12 active compounds and percent of correctly

found active compounds was 58 %. After opti�

mization, the model identified 59 compounds,

among them were 39 active compounds and per�

cent of correctly found active compounds was

74 %. During optimization the weights of phar�

macophore features were not changed. Optimi�

zed radii of pharmacophore model are represen�

ted in Table 6. Optimized default scores for

pharmacophore features are following: for aro�

matic features — 2.9, for hydrophobic features

— 2.4, for hydrogen bond donors/acceptors —

1.4, aromatic → hydrophobic feature — 1.1.

Superposition of the complexes of CK2 with

inhibitors, non�optimized pharmacophore model

of CK2 inhibitors and optimized model are

shown in Figure 3.

Based on the results of both screenings we

have calculated Mathew’s correlation coeffici�

ents. Mathew’s coefficient for non�optimized

pharmacophore model was 0.57, and for optimi�

zed — 0.72. This indicates that the accuracy of

pharmacophore model after optimization was

significantly increased. 

Also, we have calculated the values of Z�sco�

res. During screening against non�optimized

CK2 pharmacophore model, Z�score values for

active compounds were in the range from 100 to

�1.83 and mean value was 4.34, for non�active

compounds Z�score values were in the range

from 77.06 to �1.83 and mean value was �0.94. 

During screening against optimized pharma�

cophore model, Z�score values for active com�

pounds were in the range from 65.36 tо �3.57 and

mean value was 9.85, for non�active compounds

Z�score values were in the range from 100 to

�3.57 and mean value was �2.13. 

These results indicate that score values of

active compounds during screening against opti�

mized pharmacophore hypothesis have more

positive deviation from mean value and scores of

non�active compounds have more negative

deviation from mean value therefore the opti�

mized model has better predictive ability. 
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Feature Weight
Radius (non�
optimized), Å 

Radius 
(optimized), Å 

Don 11 0.5 1 

Acc 13 0.5 0.5 

Ar 14 1.1 1.6 

Hyd 13 1 1 

Table 6

Optimized and non�optimized weights 

and radii of pharmacophore features 

of the pharmacophore model of CK2 inhibitors
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Figure 3. Superposition of the complexes of CK2 with inhibitors (A), non�optimized pharmacophore model

of CK2 inhibitors (B), and optimized model (C). Hydrogen bond donors are indicated by purple arrows,

hydrogen bond acceptors — green arrows, aromatic features — orange arrows, hydrophobic features — cyan

points.
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Резюме. Фармакофорне моделювання — сучасний ефективний підхід, що широко використовується в розробці

лікарських препаратів. Цей метод має такі недоліки: 1) фармакофорні моделі часто є неселективними для

структурно подібних сполук, які належать до одного хімічного класу, але мають різну активність; 2) під час

фармакофорного скринінгу багато неактивних сполук потрапляють у топ результатів. Нами розроблено новий

алгоритм оптимізації фармакофорних моделей та рескорингу результатів фармакофорного скринінгу. Перевагою

цього алгоритму є поєднання оптимізації радіусів фармакофорних точок моделі і використання концепції вагів

фармокофорних точок та молекулярних дескрипторів. Алгоритм перевірено на фармакофорних моделях

інгібіторів FGFR1 і СК2. Оптимізація моделі інгібіторів FGFR1 за допомогою алгоритму дала змогу збільшити

кількість знаходження активних сполук при скринінгу валідаційної вибірки з 21 до 43 і покращити відсоток
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правильно знайдених активних сполук з 58 до 74 %.
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